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Remote Learning – well done!

JULY
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Diary Dates
Tuesday 26 May
Years 11 and 12 students return
to school

Tuesday 9 June
Years 7-10 students return to
school

We are almost there! Remote Learning is coming
to an end. We are so excited to be returning to
school, to face to face teaching. We are so very
much looking forward to seeing our students
again.
We would like to say to our students – you are
doing an amazing job working remotely. We are
all so very proud of you. We are all in this together.
It’s been a massive learning curve for all of us. Who
knew that Google Classrooms and Google Meets
can enable teaching and learning remotely? Keep
going. Just a little longer. Please know that we are
very happy knowing that we will soon all be back
to face-to-face teaching and learning again.

Important Health Reminders
Now we are sure you are all aware of this health
advice but there is no harm in gently reminding
you all:
• Regularly wash your hands using soap and
water for 20 seconds
• Use hand sanitizer where soap and water is not
possible
• DON’T TOUCH YOUR FACE until you have had
the opportunity to wash/ sanitize your hands

Return to on-site schooling
Friday 19 June
Student Free Day/Report
Writing Day

Aligned with the announcement form the
Victorian Premier, we will begin a staged return
from remote and flexible learning from Tuesday
26 May 2020.
Stage 1: 25 May – 5 June
To support all school staff to prepare for the
transition, Monday 25 May will be a pupil-free
day.
On Tuesday 26 May, the following students will
return to on-site schooling: senior secondary
students (Year 11 and 12)
Remote and flexible learning will continue for the
following students until Tuesday 9 June: Years 7
to 10
Year 10 students studying a Year 11 Subject
(Tuesday May 26 – Friday June 5)
Please see Compass Newsfeed posts that relate
to this.

Advice from the Education
Department to help parents with
Remote Learning

Principal: Dr Stephen Parkin
Assistant Principal: Joseph Caruana
School Captains:
Caitlyn Bull and Brooke Bowyer

Managing screen time and online safety
It’s important you keep a balanced approach to
home learning. Time spent using digital devices
for learning should be broken up with physical
exercise and offline learning tasks often.
It’s also important that during this time of remote
learning we maintain safe and responsible use of
information and communication technologies.
This includes:
• the appropriate use of digital platforms, privacy
and information protection
• respectful online communication.

Mental health and wellbeing check-in
Just as you set aside time for physical exercise, it
is important to make time each day to check in on
your child’s mental health and wellbeing.
As your child adjusts to their new routine and
not being able to see their friends in person, it is
important to be understanding of their feelings
of frustration, anxiousness and even anger –
every child will react differently.
To support your child, use these mental health
and wellbeing check ins to:
• provide an opportunity to talk about how they
feel and listen to what they say
• identify one or two things they could do to
address what they are concerned or angry
about
• ask how they are going, whether they are
finding it easy or hard to learn remotely, and if
there is anything they’d like your help with.
There is a risk that your child may be bullied
online. If you think this happening to them,
support is available on how to talk to your child
and your school at: Bully Stoppers.
Parentline also offers support on parenting
issues such as education and bullying.
If you have any other concerns about the health
and wellbeing of your child, contact your school
directly, which will have access to resources that
can help.
Talking to your child about coronavirus
(COVID-19)
You can follow tips for talking to your child
about coronavirus (COVID-19). They include
how to have a safe and reassuring conversation
and links to resources to help you and your family.
I hope this helps. Stay safe everyone!

Acknowledging Positive Behaviour
Later in this Gang Gang edition, check out the
many students who have been acknowledged
by their teachers for working incredibly well
remotely.

The Warrandyte High School
FACEBOOK PAGE
The WHS FB Page has made its debut! Already
featuring a photo album of the Year 7 Camp
earlier this year and so much more! Check it out!

Report Writing Day
Will be happening on Friday June 19, this will be
a pupil free day.

Staying Connected
Later in this edition, check out how teachers
and support staff have provided photos of
themselves whilst on remote learning! All aimed
at strengthening the connection with our
students! We are all in this together and thinking
of you! Stay safe!
Steve Parkin + Joseph Caruana
Principal + Assistant Principal

From the Principal, Assistant Principal and Everyone at WHS
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Remote Learning Isolation Staff Photos!

Ms Degering: I’m going to miss teaching in my Claire Bloom: This was our VCE kahoot
Ugg Boots when we are back at school

Mr Naidoo: greetings

Ms Guo: My son requires me to wear his fake Ms Jergens: My work from home colleague is not
glasses and put on earphones while working very good at social distancing!
from home
Ms Zammit: Home-schooling in Miss Zammit’s
house

Fantasy vs Reality

Mr Caruana: Fraggles and I are excited to see all
our students soon!

Ms Passarella: Can I take my teacher’s assistant to
school with me?

Ms Steel Remote Teaching

Year 7 Wood Work
Check out some of the amazing work completed by our Year 7 students:

By Alex Hallback

By Daniel Kamphuis

By Oscar Poole

By Grace Synhur
Deborah Bradbury
Wood Work Teacher

By Grace Jones

Engaging with Year 12s
during Remote Learning
The Year 12 students have shown great
resilience during this Remote Learning
time. On Friday the 15th of May we held
a Teachers VS. Students quiz, with a $20
voucher up for grabs!
Year 12 students and staff piled into a
Google Meet at 1:30pm ready to quiz,
but not without sharing our pets first!
Unfortunately there was a delayed start, as
Mr. Carozzi tried to figure out how to log into
the Kahoot!
The quiz started and the students quickly
learnt they were going to be on the back
foot as most of the questions were about the
teachers!
“Which teacher grew a rat tail during remote
learning?”
“What is Ms. Greenwood’s favourite snack?”
“When was the last time Mr. Atkinson was
cleanly shaven?”
The above are a sample of some of the
challenging questions the students faced!
There was a tight battle between Mr. Jones
and Mr. Mason, but Mr Mason choked at the
end giving Mr. Jones the win and the teachers
triumphed overall!
The student winner, and winner of the gift
card, was Madeleine Fox, who will receive
her prize on the VCE students’ first day back,
Tuesday May 26.
Due to the unfair nature of the quiz, the
students are planning to get us teachers
back! Organised by school captains Brooke
and Caitlyn, the students will come up with
their own set of questions to challenge the
teachers.
STAY TUNED.

			
By Dakota Floberg

Caring for our International Students
Warrandyte High School organized
and hand delivered care packs
for our international students
to further help them to feel
connected with the school during
this challenging period.
The majority of our international
students are living with a homestay
family, hence their actual family
is not here with them so we have
been particularly mindful of them
during this period of Remote
Learning! Everyone at Warrandyte
High School is very proud of our
international students and we are
quite looking forward to having
them back to school soon.
Summer Guo
International Coordinator

Mikaela Fall
Head of VCE

ANZAC Day 2020
Commemorating the ANZACs while Social
Distancing 2020
Although we could not gather for the traditional
dawn public gatherings on ANZAC Day 2020, our
school community still remembered those who
served and sacrificed themselves in conflict, and
the strength that comes from working together
to overcome adversity.
Take a moment to view the gallery on how
members of our school community uniquely
and safely commemorated a different kind of
dawn service this year.

Shared by Yr7 Cam Poole

Shared by Yr10 Luca Ninaber

Shared by Yr10 Nicolette Avgerinos

Ms Bloom: Backyard Fire Pit as a symbol of
the ‘Eternal Flame’

Ms Gazeas: Lit a Candle for
Rememberance

Shared by Yr10 Annabelle Burrows

Ms Gazeas
Humanities Teacher

Acknowledging Student Positive Behaviour whilst Remote Learning
Here at Warrandyte High School, teachers wish to acknowledge their many students who have been achieving exceptionally well whilst learning
remotely. We are thinking of our students and are very proud of them. Congratulations are indeed extended to the following students:

Year 12

Aidan Scheller - for his kind thoughts.
Heath Paterson for actively contributing to all
Google Meets and for working positively
Caitlyn Bull Always willing to help other
students, ask questions to clarify issues and
punctual to all Google Meetings and doing so
well in Google Classrooms
Rhys Bryant Always punctual at all our
meetings and adhering to all due dates and
doing so well in Google Classrooms
Brooke Bowyer doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Alana Charalambous doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Alex Collins doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Zach Deacon doing so well in Google
Classrooms and working positively
Matt Edge doing so well in Google Classrooms
Alia Sproat doing so well in Google
Classrooms and working positively
Ethan Stark doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Hanson Tang doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Chloe Wallace doing so well in Google
Classrooms and working positively
Jonathan Wright doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Lucas Zhang doing so well in Google
Classrooms
Ryan Green for working positively

Year 11

Emma Dodds for efficient movie making
Myuu Kumagai for working steadily
Noah Hunter always punctual and submitting
work on time
Jay France always attending the meetings with
a positive attitude
May Griffiths speediest replies to class
meetings and always being active and positive
in live classes
Tayah Weeks always being an active and
positive participant in live classes
Verity Koomen always being an active and
positive participant in live classes
Georgia Damico always being an active and
positive participant in live classes

Year 10

Jennifer Nguyen work always submitted on
time and of a high standard
Hailey Lin work always submitted on time and
of a high standard
Molly Sizer work always submitted on time
and of a very high standard and always
punctual at our meetings
Alex Widen-Battaglini for cooking some of the
most delicious food ever seen
Jess Wellington for staying engaged and
asking great questions
Jemma Glazner for consistently checking in
each lesson
Kate Bean working positively
Orlando Martini working positively
Cameron Bailey working positively
Alec Kotlarewski working positively
Chandler Weeks working positively
Tommaso Rossi working positively

Year 9

Codi Cooper for getting into animation
(Ms Bloom) and work always submitted on
time and of a high standard (Mr Naidoo) and
working positively (Mr Jones)
Brayden Plumridge for great stop motion
work (Ms Bloom)
Jasmine Lui for excellent work in Digi Vid
elective class (Ms Bloom)
Becky Nettleton for always being the first
to check in (Ms Bloom) and work always
submitted on time and of a high standard (Mr
Naidoo) and working positively (Mr Jones)
Macey Carlin for being the quiet achiever in
remote Humanities
Amy Grouios for work always submitted on
time and of a high standard
Sophie Connelly for work always submitted
on time and of a high standard and working
positively
Leo Mulder for work always submitted on
time and of a high standard and for working
positively
Nicholas Namara for the most consistent
communication and completion of both
cooking and written tasks. An all round humble
superstar
Ella Baker for promptly checking in every
lesson this term
Ava Griffiths for promptly checking in every
lesson this term
Dewald Van Zyl for promptly checking in every
lesson this term
Katie Batchelor for promptly checking in every
lesson this term
Alyssa Green working positively
Kye Hunter working positively
Dillon Vidanapathirana working positively
Lucia Rossi working positively
Eleanor Webster working positively
Cornelius Brummer working positively
Wilson Myers working positively
Nyla Davies working positively
Summer Davis working positively
Rhianna Cummings working positively
Gina Di Mauro working positively
Tom Stroud working positively
Matilda O’Hanlon working positively

Year 8

Aiden Harris – for providing exemplar
programming examples to share with his
class, and seeking to further develop his own
programming skills.
Teha Penrose for a very tricky riddle
Caden Young for cooking the most wonderful
looking Raspberry Cheesecakes and taking
great photos of his cooking
Kane Jaksic for doing some great cooking at
home
Kaleb Carnes for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Evan Donohue for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Lily Clifton for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Max Hamilton for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Will Henrickson for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Jemma Lyndon for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Heidi Pinder for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Tanny Rai for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Cameron Spicer for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Jen Vouterakos for demonstrating strong
independent learning and submitting set work
punctually
Stephanie Laukart has been excellent at
staying in communication and completing set
tasks
Kyan Swenson has been excellent at staying in
communication and completing set tasks

Year 7

Regan Plumridge work always submitted on
time and of a very high standard
Danika Mulder work always submitted on time
and of a very high standard
Elias Anastasiou work always submitted on
time and of a very high standard
Alex Hallback - All learning tasks have been
on time and have been completed to a good
standard. I really liked his photos taken of the
food he prepared and cooked
Daniel Kamphuis for communicating well and
being very conscientious about completing his
work
Regan Plumridge working remotely and
always touching base
Lachlan Hinkley working remotely and always
touching base.

